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Identifying levers of urban neighbourhood transformation
using serious games
Johann S. Schuur 1✉, Michal Switalski 1, Nicolas Salliou1 and Adrienne Grêt-Regamey 1

Growing urban population and contemporary urban systems lock-in unsustainable urban development pathways, deteriorating the
living quality of urban dwellers. The systemic complexity of these challenges renders it difficult to find solutions using existing
planning processes. Alternatively, transformative planning processes are radical, take place on multiple scales, and are often
irreversible; therefore, require the integration of local stakeholders’ perspectives, which are often contradictory. We identify
perceived levers of urban transformative change using a serious game to facilitate the integration of these perspectives through
simulating neighbourhood transformation processes in two European case studies. Building on existing transformation frameworks,
we organize, conceptualize, and compare the effectiveness of these levers through demonstrating their interactions with different
scales of transformation. Specifically, drawing from close commonalities between large-scale (Three Spheres of Transformation) and
place-based (Place-making) transformation frameworks, we show how these interactions can help to develop recommendations to
unlock urban transformative change. Results show that access to participation is a key lever enabling urban transformative change.
It appears to be mid-level effective to unlock urban transformative change through interactions with the political sphere of
transformation and procedural element of Place-making. Ultimately, however, most effective are those levers that interact with all
scales of transformation. For example, by engaging a combination of levers including access to participation, public spaces, parking,
place-characteristics and place-identity. These findings could be operationalized by self-organized transformation processes focused
on repurposing hard infrastructure into public spaces, whilst ensuring continuity of place-based social- and physical features. Local
stakeholders could further use such processes to better understand and engage with their individual roles in the transformative
process, because interactions with the personal scale, i.e., personal sphere of transformation appear paramount to unlock urban
transformative change.
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INTRODUCTION
Growing urban population1–4 and contemporary urban systems
lock-in unsustainable urban development pathways5–8, deterior-
ating the value of our day-to-day lives9,10. At the same time, cities
are seen as important agents of change to break away from such
unsustainable pathways4,8,11, whilst limiting the negative impacts
on both residents and the environment12–16. Both political and
academic discourses have embraced the need for urban
transformation13, such as the New Urban Agenda from the UN-
Habitat17,18, the UN Sustainable cities and communities (SDG
11)19, and the IPCC assessments20–22. Likewise, the EU New
European Bauhaus23 calls for place-based transformation and
URBACT24 highlights cities as frontrunners in these challenges.
Although an exponentially growing body of research aims to
inform how such urban transformation processes take
shape11,13–16,25,26, only few studies assess the potential for urban
transformative change by investigating factors8,13,25, drivers and
barriers11,27, entry points28, and triggers of change29. To unlock
urban transformative change, however, it appears paramount to
identify and understand the scale, potential, and effectiveness for
leverage in these processes26,30,31, which is to date not well
understood8,25,32.
Transformation is widely understood as radical, fundamental,

and multi-dimensional change through processes taking place on
different scales of complex systems11,13,31,33–36. Central to these
discussions, however, appears the interactions between scales,

because these would help to identify interventions that are
supposedly more or less effective to unlock transformative
change. To this end, the notion of levers, Leverage Points, and
the Three Spheres of Transformation have been shown instru-
mental to conceptualize the effectiveness of interventions for
transformative change31–33,37–42. Leverage points are key proper-
ties of complex systems, in which focussed and comparatively
small interventions – the levers43 – can leverage proportionally
greater changes in the whole system42,44. Leveraging systemic
change ranges from being highly effective, yet facing large
resistance, to being least effective, offering only little resistance to
change38,41,42,44–46. Drawing from the Three Spheres of Transfor-
mation and Leverage Point frameworks (Supplementary Table 1),
effectiveness (low, mid-level, high) could thus be defined as the
likelihood of unlocking transformative change, upon engaging a
particular lever at a particular leverage point38,41,42,45,46. Adopting
these frameworks as heuristic devices could help guide explora-
tive and empirical research in a simple and comprehensive
manner by harnessing interactions between scales, supporting the
identification of levers leveraging transformative change31.
O’Brien’s Three Spheres of Transformation conceptualize

transformative change to take place across three embedded and
interacting spheres, with each sphere having differentiated
effectiveness for transformative change33,41,47. The practical
sphere (inner sphere, low effectiveness for transformative change)
is where the outcomes of the transformation are measurable33,41,
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including behaviors and technical responses. The political sphere
(mid-level effectiveness), encompasses the practical sphere as it
defines the social and ecological systems and structures that
constrain or facilitate the practical outcomes of the transforma-
tion33,41. The personal sphere (outermost sphere, high effective-
ness) encompasses both the political and practical sphere,
representing the individual’s worldviews, beliefs, and values, that
influence which types of actions and strategies are considered
possible in the political sphere, shaping the outcomes in the
practical sphere33,41. To illustrate a simple, one-directional
example of interactions between these spheres, one could
imagine that beliefs leaning towards using bicycles rather than
cars (personal sphere) would influence the discourse and resulting
facilitation (political sphere) of bicycle infrastructure being realized
(practical sphere). However, transformative processes are complex
and deeply uncertain, generating numerous and multi-directional
interactions between the spheres31,33,40,41. For example, taking-
over car-based infrastructure through collective action by the
Critical Mass movement (practical sphere), displays shared beliefs
that influence the perception (personal sphere) of existing systems
and structures by different prioritization of values (political
sphere). Alternatively, people lacking meaningful urban spaces
to interact with (practical sphere), are locked-into contemporary
urban systems through planning processes that pre-define the
design of these spaces (political sphere) hindering development
of relational values to the urban environment (personal sphere). In
turn, perceiving these urban systems as “given” (personal sphere),
hinders individual actions that shape the urban system (practical
sphere), through acknowledging those in position of power to
protect the existing system (political sphere). Consequently, the
Three Spheres of Transformation in conjunction with levers and
leverage points can be utilized to organize, conceptualise, and
compare the effectiveness of a variety of simple to very complex
interactions taking place in transformation processes.
Yet, because such universal frameworks typically conceptualize

large-scale transformation, they are not tailored to capture place-
based knowledge, whereas urban transformative change is
embedded in highly localized worldviews, beliefs, and values.
Interestingly, transformations of smaller-scale (urban) systems (i.e.
neighbourhoods) often form a pre-condition for fundamental
transformation of its connected systems (i.e. cities, urban
regions)31,39. Indeed, understanding such place-based transforma-
tion processes opens up possibilities for activating deep leverage
points for transformative change10,37,38,48. The neighbourhood-
scale therefore seems to be an appropriate boundary object
because that is where one expects people to have most
interactions with the system, as opposed to for example the city-
or regional scale. The neighbourhood-scale additionally provides a
level playing field where people can easily relate to and as such
helps to bridge differing worldviews, beliefs, and values through
finding common language and perspectives33,39. Engaging with
such place-based knowledge facilitates the creation of meaningful
places emerging out of a totality of individual, collective, and
institutional interactions between people and their urban
environment48,49. Place-making operationalizes such place-based
interactions through capturing localized values, components, and
culture in elements of person, place, and procedures50. Under-
standing these place-based elements and their interactions with
large-scale transformation, helps to embed recommendations for
transformative change in local worldviews, beliefs, and values.
Facilitating the exchange on such interactions therefore

requires active involvement of people to integrate differing
worldviews, beliefs, and values to ensure transformative change
towards meaningful places51. However, when it comes to these
worldviews, beliefs, and values, different people often have
contradictory perspectives, and as transformative change is a
process of often irreversible changes11,15, it is of fundamental
importance to facilitate the integration of different perspectives.

Multiple approaches with varying degrees and techniques of
involving people exist52–55, yet serious games provide an
engaging and fun platform to foster the negotiation of
perspectives between different types of stakeholders51,53,56–60.
More importantly, they have been used in the simulation of
transitions and transformation processes61–64 because they allow
for the co-creation and co-evaluation of knowledge56,65,66,
learning about the systems’ complexity53,56,67–70, and help to
identify place-based challenges71,72. Due to these qualities, serious
games have an established track-record of being employed in
urban participatory processes55,72–74 to help navigate the related
systemic complexity52,75,76.
Based on such reflexive forms of knowledge creation77 one could

identify perceived levers of transformative change. However, to
define causality with real-life impacts on transformative change, one
would need to link perceived levers to real-life leverage points. This
is inherently difficult, because by definition of transformative
change, the impact of interventions is complex and uncertain,
making the operationalization of causal links inherently difficult. For
example, relatively small levers at odd leverage points might result
in transformative change, whereas large levers in leverage points
central to the system could have limited to no-effect42. Against this
backdrop, levers as defined in this work cannot be considered to
have causal effects to real-life transformative change78. However,
linking the perception of leverage points as identified by local
experts to theoretical leverage points is still important because
support for real-life interventions – the levers – hinges on diverse
and divergent perceptions, epistemologies, and worldviews43

concerning transformative change. Thus, extracting experts percep-
tions on what enables or hinders such complex and dynamic
change phenomena whilst being immersed in a local context79,80

would allow to both operationalize the leverage point perspective
for exploratory research43 and identify perceived levers of urban
transformative change.
In this paper, we identify a set of perceived levers, their

perceived enabling or hindering potential, as well as the perceived
effectiveness of this potential to unlock urban transformative
change through demonstrating interactions between different
scales of transformation. To this end, we design a serious game to
simulate transformation processes from two contrasting examples
of neighbourhood transformations in two cities and deploy
transformation frameworks to harness the discussions triggered
by these processes. The transformation of the neighbourhood in
Hochdorf (Switzerland) is characterized by a deadlock-situation,
dealing with a lack of attractiveness and liveliness, whereas the
urban transformative process of the neighbourhood in Helsinki
(Finland) is rapid and ongoing, yet perpetuates an unsustainable
urban system facing issues of access to green space and
gentrification. Based on multiple game sessions simulating these
processes, levers were identified through a mixed-method analysis
of empirical data arising from discussions between local urban
representatives (public, private, place-based (academic) expert
and civil-society) reflecting on these processes. These multi-
stakeholder discussions give us insights in the scales of
transformation on which people believe to have influence (i.e.
practical sphere) and those that are believed to be not directly
accessible (i.e. political-, personal sphere), next to showing us the
role of the context on levers of urban transformative change. We
operationalize Place-making to guide the discussions between
local experts, based on which we identify perceived levers of
transformative change, to then assess these with regards to
theoretical transformation frameworks including the Three
Spheres of Transformation and Leverage Points. By exploring
the interactions of levers with Leverage Points, large-scale- (Three
Spheres of Transformation), and place-based transformation
frameworks (Place-making), we further demonstrate how these
interactions can inform recommendations to unlock urban
transformative change.
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RESULTS
Enabling and hindering levers of urban transformative change
Full agreement between three coders for the deductive coding
category “Potential” results in a subset of participant statements
(N= 266) that address enabling or hindering potential for urban
transformative change. By inductively coding this set of state-
ments, we identify five urban transformation themes: Planning
Processes, Mobility, Liveliness, Spatial Allocation, and Place. For
each of the five themes, we identify two to six levers of urban
transformative change (Fig. 1).
The theme Planning Processes covers levers such as access to

participation, reflecting the potential of co-creating urban devel-
opment pathways, and agility and anticipation, representing the
potential of contemporary planning processes to respond to
short- respectively long-term urban development. Mobility mainly
concerns the lever parking supply, addressing the needs for car
parking spaces. For Liveliness, we find the levers retail availability
(availability of (franchise-independent) shopping, services, and
gastronomy) and social interaction (potential of interaction with
others in public places). Spatial Allocation is composed of the
levers mixed-use, referring to functionalities of the urban form;
open structures, addressing its particular shape; and public spaces,
representing its quality. In the case of Place, the lever place-
characteristics (preservation of place-based elements into new
urban development) and place-identity (place-based aesthetics as
well as shared expressions of social values and meanings that
make people feel an integral part of (shaping) the urban

environment) emerge (see Supplementary Tables 2–6 for all
themes and respective levers including exemplary participant
statements).
Most salient levers, ordered by theme, include access to

participation (N= 47) and agility and anticipation (N= 15); parking
supply (N= 28); retail availability (N= 22) and social interaction
(N= 19); mixed-use (N= 20), open structures (N= 15), and public
spaces (N= 14); and place-characteristics (N= 19). Participants
address the lever access to participation (open) the most as having
enabling potential for urban transformative change, provided the
participatory process includes all urban stakeholders to co-
determine the direction of development at each stage of the
planning process. However, when access to participation is
perceived as closed, the participatory process is difficult to access
and does not consider silent opinions, hindering the transforma-
tion. Furthermore, hard infrastructure reflected by the lever
parking supply (sufficient) appears to enable transformative change
if the supply of car parking is based on actual needs only and does
not compete with other potential functionalities. Yet, the supply of
car parking hinders the transformation when it results from pre-
defined city-planning requirements or underground parking is not
feasible (parking supply (necessary)).

Effectiveness of levers for urban transformative change
Based on full agreement between three coders (N= 110) on both
the deductive coding categories “Potential” and “Spheres of
Transformation”, we organize the interactions of levers with

Fig. 1 Themes and levers of urban transformation. Based on 266 participant statements, urban transformative change is characterized by
five urban transformation themes (Planning Processes, Mobility, etc.), their corresponding levers (access to participation, agility and
anticipation, etc.), the levers’ attribute reflecting the enabling or hindering potential (access to participation (open), etc.), and their salience
indicated by the number of statements (access to participation (open) [N= 42], etc.).
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respect to the Three Spheres of Transformation and Leverage
Points framework (Supplementary Table 1) to indicate their
effectiveness for urban transformative change (Fig. 2). Access to
participation remains the most dominant enabling lever (N= 18).
Interacting with the political sphere, its effectiveness is lower than
levers interacting with the personal sphere, but higher than those
interacting with the practical sphere. However, most of the levers’
enabling potential appears least effective for transformative
change, since it is related to the practical sphere (N= 58): for
example, through levers such as open structures (N= 8) and retail
availability (N= 9).
Some levers interact with the practical- and personal sphere

(notably public spaces) or with two adjacent spheres, such as
parking supply. Yet, both levers from the theme Place, interact with
all Three Spheres of Transformation. Here, the enabling potential
of the lever place-characteristics (coherent) can be engaged
through interactions with the practical- and personal sphere,
whereas place-characteristics (restrictive) indicates hindering
potential of interacting with the political sphere. Similarly, place-
identity interacts with all Three Spheres of Transformation, yet
place-identity (passive) mostly hinders transformative change at
the personal sphere, i.e. when a place is created for, not by the
people.

Embedding large-scale-into place-based
transformative change
Levers appearing in the practical-, political-, and personal sphere
of large-scale transformation show close similarities with those

appearing in place-, procedural-, and person elements of place-
based Place-making50. Most practical levers relate to the place
itself, such as those alluding to the form of a place, e.g. open
structures as exemplified by the participant statement: “[…] dense
blocks and […] punctually some space or park [so that it] allows [for]
smaller pockets within the larger area.” (Resident Association,
Helsinki). Moreover, we find similarities for practical levers
referring to the function and perception of a place, for example
in retail availability: “[…] I want to be able to shop there, drink my
coffee on Saturday morning in a fine bakery where it smells good.”
(Municipality, Hochdorf). The levers appearing in the political
sphere refer to procedural elements of Place-making, notably the
lever access to participation: “[…] create opportunities for this kind
of joint discussions [with] representatives of different parties in the
planning phase in different stages.” (Housing Cooperative, Helsinki).
The few times a lever appears in the personal sphere, it relates to
personal feelings about a place, ergo person element of Place-
making, such as in place-identity: “Children liked it terribly when it
was self-made and they had ownership to it.” (Resident Association,
Helsinki), or in place-characteristics: “[…] these time-honored houses
[…] I think it’s important that they can at least be preserved in this
way - they have to be renovated, refurbished, [etc.] - but just make
sure that they are preserved.” (Landowner, Hochdorf).
Based on the identified levers and agreement between at least

two coders (N= 135), we compare the distributions of levers
interacting with both the Three Spheres of Transformation and
Place-making showing, indeed, strong commonalities between
the two transformation frameworks (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Parking supply, for example, interacts with both the political

Fig. 2 Effectiveness of levers for transformative change. The span of each lever shows their identified- (bright colors) and possible- (faded
colors) interactions with the Three Spheres of Transformation based on a minimum of two statements (Supplementary Table 7). The “lever
potential” shows the enabling- (green) or hindering (red) potential scaled by the number of statements addressing this potential
(Supplementary Figure 1). Engaging a lever symbolizes unlocking transformative change, e.g. for place-characteristics through engaging
enabling interactions with the practical- and personal sphere, whilst avoiding hindering interactions with the political sphere.
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sphere (Three Spheres of Transformation) and procedures (Place-
making): “As long as there are subsidized parking spaces, or the city
plan […] requires that they are built, [it] means that the home buyer
or tenant who does not have a car, subsidizes those who have [a
car].” (Resident Association, Helsinki). Retail availability interacts
with both the practical sphere (Three Spheres of Transformation)
and place (Place-making): “There has to be something nearby where
you can have a coke, a beer, or a coffee” (Housing Cooperative,
Hochdorf).

Engaging levers for place-based transformative change
Participants address different levers, or address them less or more
often, depending on the case study (Supplementary Table 8). This
differentiation suggests place-based potential for transformative
change. For example, in Hochdorf when engaging the levers
accessibility, retail availability, social interaction, mixed-use, and
place-characteristics. Yet, similar occurrence of levers for Hochdorf
and Helsinki suggest that access to participation is the most
important lever to help unlock transformative change in both
cases (NHochdorf = 27, NHelsinki= 20), followed by parking supply
(NHochdorf = 17, NHelsinki= 11), agility and anticipation (NHochdorf =
7, NHelsinki= 8), and place-identity (NHochdorf = 7, NHelsinki= 7).
Although the simulated transformation processes are highly

context-specific, the empirical data does not satisfy the basic
assumptions required for simple statistical tests, such as a
Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence, which would allow
for testing the significance of place-based levers addressed in
either Hochdorf or Helsinki (Supplementary Tables 8-9).

Nevertheless, based on agreement between at least two coders,
the interactions of levers with both the Three Spheres of
Transformation and Place-making (N= 135) and normalizing the
number of statements per case, allows to compare contextualized
levers for urban transformative change on a common scale (Fig. 3).
Being cautious of possible counter-effects between levers

having both enabling and hindering potential (Fig. 1), these
results suggest that the lever access to participation has most
potential to unlock transformative change when engaging it
through procedural elements of Place-making in both cases. For
Hochdorf specifically, unlocking transformative change appears
highly effective when engaging the lever access to participation
through procedural elements of Place-making and place-
characteristics through elements of person and place. Following,
agility and anticipation and bridging visions suggest mid-level
effectiveness when engaging procedural elements of Place-
making. Ultimately, because participants in Hochdorf predomi-
nantly address levers related to place, it seems important to
embed the transformative process strongly in elements of place,
followed by procedure, and last person. Engaging primarily with
elements of place, however, has low effectiveness for transforma-
tive change. A notable exceptions is (a lack of) place-identity,
which appears to exert strong hindrance for transformative
change when engaging elements of place.
In the case of Helsinki, it seems that engaging access to

participation through procedural elements of Place-making has
largest potential to unlock transformative change, followed by
agility and anticipation and public spaces. The levers access to

Fig. 3 Engaging levers for place-based transformative change. This balloon plot shows the themes, levers and their potential to unlock
urban transformative change when engaging levers through elements of Place-making in Hochdorf (CH) and Helsinki (FI). We normalize the
number of participant statements (N= 135) to create a common scale, account for differing speech-preferences, and aid interpretation based
on which we compare the cases. The size of the circles represents the normalized number of statements (linearly transformed to values
between zero and one) and the color indicates the effectiveness to unlock urban transformative change based on the Three Spheres of
Transformation- and Leverage Point frameworks (Supplementary Table 1).
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participation and agility and anticipation seem to have mid-level
effectiveness to unlock transformative change when engaging
procedural elements of Place-making, whereas public spaces
appears to do so with low effectiveness engaging elements of
place yet high effectiveness when engaging personal elements.
Overall, participants address levers that are predominantly related
to procedural elements, followed by elements of place, and last
person. This suggests that, contrary to Hochdorf, it is more
important to embed the transformation in Helsinki strongly in
elements of procedure, having mid-level effectiveness to unlock
urban transformative change.

DISCUSSION
In this research, we have identified perceived levers, their
perceived enabling or hindering potential, as well as their
perceived effectiveness to unlock urban transformative change
by organizing, conceptualizing, and comparing their interactions
with large-scale (Three Spheres of Transformation, Leverage
Points) and place-based (Place-making) transformation frame-
works. Our paper shows that the use of serious games is an
effective approach to collect empirical data on asymmetric
participant beliefs concerning complex urban transformation
processes. Specifically, providing a platform for discussions
between public, private, civil-society, and place-based (academic)
experts, can simulate urban neighbourhood transformations in a
way that facilitates a process of understanding complexity,
interdependencies, and trade-offs to help identify where in the
urban system there is potential to intervene and how effective this
is perceived to be. We also show that participants mainly address
levers interacting with the practical- and political sphere.
Interestingly, participants do not often tap into the personal
sphere, whereas generating rapid change requires engagement
with all Three Spheres of Transformation – predominantly through
levers interacting with the political- and personal sphere. This
could indicate a lack of reflection about the personal role on the
individual scale of urban transformation processes, which is,
however, a crucial component to unlock urban transformative
change. Thus, understanding how to engage levers that interact
with the personal sphere, potentially activated through citizen-led
participation processes, appears to be key to successful urban
transformation.
Open access to participation is perceived to be a key enabling

lever for large-scale urban transformative change through
interactions with both the political sphere (Three Spheres of
Transformation) and deep leverage points (Leverage Point frame-
work). For place-based transformative change, one could engage
this lever through procedural elements of Place-making. Results
demonstrate how the concepts of levers and Leverage Points can
be utilized in conjunction with large-scale (Three Spheres of
Transformation) and place-based (Place-making) transformation
frameworks to identify interactions within and across scales of
transformation. Strong commonalities between these frameworks
further hint at the possibility to explicitly link small-scale with
large-scale processes of transformation. These commonalities are
evident and promising because the identified levers describe
meaningful interactions linking the Three Spheres of Transforma-
tion, with elements of Place-making, and Leverage point
frameworks.
Participation is indeed related to transformative change within

urban landscapes11,27–29. Yet, despite our findings indicating
access to participation as a lever with enabling potential, it is also
seen as both largest driver and barrier for urban transformation
when trying to facilitate the integration of different perspectives
between stakeholders28. Overall, however, creating opportunities
for real engagement of, and collaboration between, a diverse set
of stakeholders is seen as a critical driver for urban transformative
change11,27,29,35. Interestingly, participants perceive that

contemporary participatory processes are “[…] a kind of advertis-
ing speech. If you really want to do something, then the citizens
should start doing it.” (Resident Association, Helsinki). Yet, the
results show that open access to participation is governed by the
political sphere – suggesting a lack of reflection on the individual
or collective role in such processes31 – although citizen-led
transformation processes likely tap into deep leverage points for
change38, notably by having ‘the power to add, change, evolve, or
self-organize system structure’ (Leverage Point four)42. Frankly,
mobilizing access to participation to leverage urban transformative
change should refrain from being merely a process of informing,
consulting, or placation within the traditional institutional realm55.
Instead, participation should also facilitate self-organized trans-
formation processes, such as with the creation of new ‘urban
commons’, that can disrupt or challenge contemporary formal
planning processes28,81.
In exploring the meaningfulness of commonalities between the

different frameworks, it appears relevant that access to participa-
tion interacts with the political sphere because it would allow for
more direct involvement of diverse urban stakeholders to co-
create the conditions for transformative change in the practical
sphere41. Similarly, interactions with procedural elements of Place-
making could be facilitated through either administrative or
collectively organized processes50. Such co-created and collec-
tively organized processes could in turn facilitate the creation of
feedback loops by designing social structures and institutions that
direct information flows to the actual users of the urban landscape
(Leverage Point six)38,42. These information flows help stake-
holders confront the consequences of their decisions more
directly, and thereby facilitates the activation of deep leverage
points for change38,42.
A striking result is that hard infrastructure such as parking, is not

explicitly seen as a lever in the literature on urban transformative
change. We see, however, that the necessity of car-based
infrastructure drives fast-paced transformations in urban land-
scapes, resulting in rapidly deteriorating public spaces82. Although
regulatory measures typically counter these realities, the amount
of space required for such infrastructure remains a significant
driver of undesired urban transformation83,84. Our findings
suggest that spatial elements of parking harbor enabling
potential, whereas institutional elements are perceived to hinder
transformative change. In particular, the supply of parking from a
sufficiency perspective (enabling), interacts predominantly with
the practical sphere (low-effectiveness) and elements of place in
Hochdorf (CH), whereas its supply from a necessity perspective
(hindering), the political sphere (mid-level effectiveness) and
procedural elements in Helsinki (CH). These considerations signal
the interdependencies between different scales of transformation,
but also highlight place-based differences, and the trade-offs
between leveraging change through levers with low resistance
and low effectiveness on the one hand, and those with higher
resistance, yet larger effectiveness on the other hand. As such, it is
difficult to pinpoint the silver bullet46,85,86 of unlocking (place-
based) transformative change because of non-linear and uncertain
chains of leverage between different scales and leverage
points30,42,85,87. Removing hard infrastructure through focussing
on parking from a supply-perspective could, however, be a highly
relevant lever to unlock cascading urban transformative change,
for example through strategies that reclaim the use of this space
for purposes other than vehicles88,89, i.e. public spaces. Operatio-
nalizing this through a Place-making perspective, this could be
achieved through interactions with procedural elements such as in
the case of car-free city-centre policies90. Alternatively, small-scale
interventions interacting with elements of place, could focus on
transforming parking places into urban green space88,89 or into so
called ‘parklets’, thereby promoting soft mobility91,92.
At the same time, we recognize that our findings are a product

of the lens with which we approach our research39. We
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acknowledge that, although the need to engage with diverse
worldviews, beliefs, and values in transformation processes is
increasingly recognized10,31,32,34,37,44,93–98, there are already many
approaches to do so within an urban context14,27,28,51,99–102, and
there is a plethora of frameworks and methods avail-
able38,44–46,103–109 to capture and engage with such dynamic
processes. Every approach has its drawbacks and so does ours in
using serious games to foster discussions on urban transformation
processes and harnessing these discussions through a mixed-
method analysis linking them to theoretical transformation
frameworks.
Serious games have acknowledged drawbacks, specifically their

heavy reliance on assumptions to reflect real-life transformative
change processes. Other problems are that a limited number of
studies have formally validated their efficacy69,110–115 and that
they seem to immerse participants in a full in-game reality116,
which is by definition not identical to reality. Indeed, the in-game
reality is a simplified representation of the transformative process,
and we have not conducted a formal validation of its representa-
tiveness111,117,118. Other approaches, such as interviews or surveys,
are not immersive and do not create an alternative reality but
have their own drawbacks, including limited scope for gathering
information52. The goal of our approach, however, is to abstract
reality to then have local experts reflect on the simulated
transformation process with respect to real-life transformation
processes. Hence, to balance the degree of reality61,117, we have
drawn from interviews, reports, surveys, location-visits, design-
iterations, informal validations, and expert elicitation to design the
serious games. Had we have used solely surveys or interviews; we
suspect this not to have been possible.
Benefits of the serious games are clearly highlighted by the

local experts participating in this research. For example, partici-
pants state that “the game itself was perhaps, or the discussion
during the game, the most fruitful part” (Sustainability Expert,
Helsinki), and “it was terribly refreshing to see how negotiations of
this kind are progressing” (Resident Association, Helsinki). While
one “kept falling back into reality” (Landowner, Hochdorf)”, and
others pondered on how “to create opportunities of this kind of
joint discussions with representatives of different parties in the
planning phase at different stages” (Housing Cooperative, Helsinki).
These examples suggest that such games could actually help
bridge the gap with reality by highlighting realistic elements: “the
parking problem has been quite real” (Housing Cooperative,
Helsinki) or those that are un-realistic: “there should have been
someone like that greedy capitalist as a character in the game
because everyone was a bit touchingly unanimous” (Housing
Cooperative, Helsinki). Besides, because participants draw from
realistic examples to back their argumentation, it helps us
understand real-life interactions with the system. It would,
however, be interesting to know if other methods – also including
elements of co-design, co-production and co-evaluation – would
generate similar discussions concerning transformative
change14,28,99–101,119.
One could argue that such participant statements reflect

worldviews, beliefs, and values concerning individual or collective
interactions with the neighbourhood system. Because participants
have differentiated (epistemic) access to such interactions, they
are guided by questions on Place-making to reflect on these
interactions during focus-group discussions. A caveat of this
approach could be that we anchor participants to think in terms of
Place-making, which could introduce some bias of results.
Involving two independent qualitative coders in an iterative
coding-process using inter-coder reliability tests, however, coun-
ters this potential bias, next to the fact that we arrive at
meaningful interactions with and close commonalities between
Place-making and the Three Spheres of Transformation. Moreover,
despite lacking the means to perform statistical analysis –
resulting from the nature of the empirical data and drawing from

a small-sample size – the results are in general agreement with
existing literature (Supplementary Table 10). This is an interesting
find in itself, because it seems that worldviews, beliefs, and values
unveil the scales to which participants believe to have epistemic
access to. This helps to unravel factors, processes, and dynamics
underlying place-based transformations, besides evaluating inter-
actions as well as their implications based on collective reflections
on the outcome of the simulation13. As a consequence, we
acknowledge that this approach is limited to smaller-scale system
transformations (i.e. neighbourhoods). A next step could, there-
fore, look at explicit interactions with larger scale systems (i.e.
cities, urban regions) to understand the role of neighbourhoods as
agents of change13,31,39.
The degree to which we can capture the full complexity of real-

life transformation processes is also limited as a result of the
different concepts and frameworks deployed. For example, taking
the existing mapping of the Three Spheres of Transformation-
onto the Leverage Point framework at face value, one could
overlook the potential effectiveness of many, small-scale, and
supposedly less-effective interventions (i.e. levers interacting with
the individual scale ergo practical sphere), likely also affecting
transformative change at higher-order scales of the system31.
Moreover, because levers are typically understood as actionable
interventions37,44, levers such as place-identity and place-
characteristics would not satisfy this condition directly, and the
levers’ one-dimensional representation of interactions between
scales fails to accurately depict more complex, non-linear, or
causal interactions. Further, we tend to blur the distinction
between ‘transformation’ (addressed by the outcomes with
respect to the Three Spheres of Transformation and Place-making)
and ‘transition’ (addressed through the concepts of levers and
Leverage Points). To illustrate, transition refers mainly to the ‘how’
of change (the processes and dynamics that produce patterns of
change, enabling or hindering non-linear shifts between different
states of the system) and transformation refers to the ‘what’ of
change (the outcomes of change at a systemic level)34. It is thus
difficult to integrate different concepts and frameworks and we
forgo the potential benefits of alternative perspectives and
frameworks6,27,93,109,120,121. Yet, few alternative frameworks lend
themselves for exploring the interactions between different scales
whilst explicitly linking to methodological boundary objects such
as levers and Leverage Points85,122.These, however, allow us to
organize, conceptualize, and compare a variety of simple to very
complex interactions taking place in transformation processes.
Aware of these limitations, our results nevertheless suggest that

unlocking transformative change is most effective when indivi-
duals and groups interact with all scales of transformation41, such
as with the levers place-identity and place-characteristics. The
preservation of place-characteristics is indeed seen to catalyse
urban transformation projects123, because the more value is given
to local peculiarities, the more the urban transformation can be
embedded in the local fabric124. Importantly, however, rapid
urban transformation that is merely based on perpetuating
physical and material aspects – disregarding place-based culture
– likely facilitates the creation of homogenous places resulting
from increasing globalization processes. This, in turn, creates a
negative feedback cycle that further diminishes both place-based
urban identities and intentions of people to engage with these
places, i.e. being actively involved in shaping more meaningful
and liveable places48,124–127. It thus seems crucial that place-
identity, to overcome hindrances related to material artefacts of
the transformation, should ensure that cultural values are reflected
in particular practices and behaviors (practical sphere), norms and
institutions (political sphere), and shared beliefs, values, and
worldviews that influence the perception of a system and its
structure (personal sphere)41,127,128. In particular, when one
intends to unlock transformative change from the practical-
through to the personal sphere, one has to ensure that radical
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changes are perceived as attractive and still familiar129, by
preserving both social and physical features of a place130.
Although these results are based on difficult to control dynamic

interactions117,131 between participants that reflect on simulated
urban transformation processes, they show that unlocking urban
transformative change involves, ultimately, self-organized trans-
formation processes, focused on reclaiming public spaces from
hard infrastructure, and the integration of place-characteristics
and place-identity across all scales of transformation. Nonetheless,
one should not forwent studying the potential of many, small-
scale interventions (through interactions with e.g. the practical
sphere) as they potentially unlock cascading effects of transfor-
mative change across higher order scales of the urban system.
Although further tests are needed, strong commonalities between
Place-making and the Three Spheres of Transformation further
hint at the possibility to explicitly link place-based and small-scale
interventions with large-scale processes of transformation, which
is an important area of research highlighted in the (urban)
transformation literature. In particular, because they could help to
understand more complex, non-linear, or causal links between
large-scale urban transformative change and its place-based
operationalization. Ultimately, our results suggest that urban
transformative change can be unlocked by self-organized and co-
created processes that challenge the traditional institutional
realm, focused on reclaiming public spaces from hard infrastruc-
ture, whilst preserving place-characteristics and place-identity

(i.e. social and physical features) engaging people to interact with
all scales of transformation.

METHODS
Deadlock and rapid neighbourhood transformations in two
European cities
Because the development and adaptation of a new serious game
is resource-intensive, we select two contrasting examples of urban
neighbourhood systems that are locked-in unsustainable urban
development pathways. We study levers of urban transformative
change by simulating deadlock (neighbourhood re-development
in a state of inaction, Hochdorf (Switzerland)) and rapid
(development of a new neighbourhood, Helsinki (Finland))
transformation processes (Fig. 4).
The neighbourhood in Hochdorf (CH) is locked into a stuck

urban development process, because it faces issues similar to
those that were defined over twenty years ago, illustrating the
deadlock situation of transforming its neighbourhood. These
issues are related to deteriorating retail, increasing pressure of
motorized traffic, and a lack of both inviting and comfortable
places to meet and linger132,133. Efforts to address this situation
include the involvement of citizens through workshops and
individual exchanges132, focused surveys on improving the quality
of public spaces134, detailed legislative programs to guide its
development135, and efforts focused on alleviating pressure of
motorized traffic in the centre133.

Fig. 4 Selected case studies. With (A) the location of case studies in Europe, (B) the selected neighbourhood in Helsinki (FI), and (C) the
neighbourhood in Hochdorf (CH). Created with ESRI ArcGIS Pro Windows (version 2.9.1).
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The rapid urban development process in Helsinki (FI) is perceived
to lock-in unsustainable urban pathways, because the transforma-
tion process perpetuates unsustainable urban systems, despite
reflecting state-of-the-art planning practice. The rapid realisation of
the neighbourhood in Helsinki is a typical example of brown-field
development – repurposing underused, typically former industrial
land in urban areas136 – transforming a former harbor into
residential area, being in the final stages of its development
(expected completion in 2023). Issues relate to a lack of access to
high quality public green space, inadequate nature-based solutions,
“staged” design and gentrification, and a clash between imposed

SMART-technologies and actual community-needs, as identified in
the SMARTer Greener Cities project137, and project-partners from the
University of Helsinki, Forum Virium Helsinki, and Finnish Ministry of
Environment. The City of Helsinki’s participatory budgeting services,
OmaStadi, is an example of public efforts of involving citizens in its
urban development strategy138, and in collaboration, the B.GREEN
project coordinated by Forum Virium Helsinki, aims at co-creating
green-infrastructure solutions through urban living labs, workshops,
and on-site exchanges with the population139.
In sum, common characteristics between both cases include a

lack of attractiveness, liveliness, and access to green space.

Fig. 5 Visual representation of the serious gaming workshop structure. Workshops were hosted in Hochdorf and Helsinki in the Fall 2021
and Winter 2022.

Fig. 6 Graphical and serious-game representation of selected neighbourhoods. Theexisting urban structures, and outcome of the
simulated transformation in the serious game of (A) Hochdorf (CH), and (B) Helsinki (FI). Created with ESRI ArcGIS Pro Windows (version 2.9.1),
graphic design by Ralph Sonderegger.
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Table 1. Table depicting the main game elements, their particular function in the urban transformation, and structure and material used for the
game.

Element Function Structure & material Based on

Table top
game-board

Boundary object for simulation, depicting private
ownership and public spaces.

2D grid with colored grid-
cells

Open-access map-services144,145, local reports
and platforms132–135,138,139, generic urban
elements

Tokens Representation of buildings, businesses, parking lots,
green & blue spaces, and place-based landmarks.

Wooden blocks and tiles Open-access map-services144,145.

Projects Collective options to transform the neighbourhood
through small-scale or larger scale interventions.

Wooden blocks in single or
multi-block configurations

Local reports and platforms132–135,138,139, game
design

Actions Individual options to transform the neighbourhood. NA Local reports and platforms132–135,138,139, game
design

Events Simulating external effects in response to the state
of the transformation.

Paper Global and local dynamics in population
structure, governance, climate change,
mobility, etc.

Players Local urban representatives. NA Local experts, discussions with project-team,
game design

Player-sheets Individual sheets display the players’ game-
objective, allow for income tracking, present an
overview of private actions, and option for both
note-taking and hiding assets.

Cardboard Game design

Income Needed to implement projects and actions. Monopoly money Game design

Phase-
indication-disc

Guides players through the phases in each turn. Wooden disc and
10minute sand-hour

Game design

Scoring
indicator

Affects the level of income from ownership of
businesses and indicates the scoring of political
approval and neighbourhood appeal

Wooden track with metal
ball and scoring indicators

Game design

See supplemental experimental procedures for case-specific elements and calibration of game dynamics.

Fig. 7 Visualization of simulated transformation process. With (A) players operationalizing Place-making of the neighbourhood, (B) the
transformation simulated through implementation of projects and actions, and external effects in the form of events, and (C) an illustrative
example of a place-based outcome of the transformation.
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Fig. 8 Schematic representing the approach to the qualitative data analysis. Selected participant statements (N= 828) are organized in a
first coding cycle using deductive coding categories. In a second coding cycle, themes and levers of urban transformation are identified using
inductive coding categories.

Table 2. Table displaying the detailed methodological approach used for the mixed-method data analysis.

Stages Tasks & methodology Details

Pre-coding Reading empirical data104,140

Formulation of deductive coding-categories and coding
protocol103,104,142

(see Supplementary Table 12 and Supplementary
Methods)
Iterative development of deductive coding-categories and
coding protocol with three coders141

ICR-tests103,104,141,143

Pre-selecting statements141

Obtaining a first insight into the data
[principal coder]
[principal coder]
7 coder workshops
[principal, Swiss- and Finnish project-independent coder]
Determining point of marginal returns in developing coding protocol,
using Krippendorff ’s cu-Alpha and Cu-Alpha on 25% of data-corpus.
[principal coder]
[principal coder]

1st coding –cycle Application of coding protocol, using ‘structural coding’103

to code the data with deductive coding-categories
Qualitative Coding
Analytical memo writing103

[principal, Swiss- and Finnish project-independent coder]
ATLAS.ti Windows (Version 22.0.7.0)146

To aid inductive formulation of urban transformation themes
[principal coder]

2nd coding
–cycle
[principal coder]

Extracting 100% coder agreement from 1st cycle
deductive coding-categories
Natural Language Processing
Manual coding103

Data analysis and visualization
Identifying levers of transformative change

Automated assignment of urban transformation themes, based on
analytical memo-writing
Inductive formulation of urban transformation factors
R: Statistical Computing147

Assessing effectiveness of interactions through mapping levers onto
the Three Spheres of Transformation -, Leverage points -, and Place-
making frameworks.

Each stage of the analysis involves particular tasks and methodologies.
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Besides displaying differing degrees of urban transformation
(deadlock vs. rapid), culture, and locations, both represent similar
grades of peri-urban development, densities of urban structure,
middle class residents, democratic processes, and homogenization
effects of globalization processes.

Serious gaming workshops
The workshops were hosted within (Hochdorf, Brauistübli) or in
close-vicinity (Helsinki, Urban Lab Kalasatama) to the selected
neighbourhoods. Each of the four workshops subjected partici-
pants (urban representatives from the public and private sector,
place-based (academic) experts, and civil-society) to an introduc-
tion of the EU ERC Globescape project, a serious game simulating
the neighbourhood transformation, and a game debriefing in the
form of a focus group discussion reflecting on the transformation
process (Fig. 5). Each workshop lasted around three hours, with
one-hour reserved for game-time and one for the discussion (see
supplemental experimental procedures).
Seventeen local stakeholders participated voluntarily (Hochdorf:

9, Helsinki: 8) and gave informed consent for recording and
analysis of their discussions, after being recruited through mail,
phone calls, location visits, and the help of local public, private, and
residential actors (see supplemental experimental procedures for
an example invitation). The workshops (game + focus group
discussion) were facilitated by the principal researcher in Hochdorf
and by a Finnish project-partner in Helsinki, following a workshop
protocol (see supplemental experimental procedures). This allowed
us to carry out the workshops in the native language of the
participants – Swiss-German in Hochdorf and Finnish in Helsinki.

Serious game description
The outcome of the game is open-ended, yet starts with a
simplified representation of the current (ownership) situation
within the neighbourhood, and invites four players (public,
private, place-based expert, civil-society) to co-create the neigh-
bourhood transformation during three to four turns. The game
requires negotiations between players concerning costs, benefits,
spatial implications, and asymmetric objectives in shaping the
transformation. The neighbourhood is depicted on a square grid
of cells containing generic urban elements (private and public
spaces, green and blue spaces, roads, businesses, parking spaces)
that represent the place-based urban structure for both neigh-
bourhoods (Fig. 6).
The transformation is simulated through implementation of

collective- (the projects) or private transformation decisions (the
actions), while external effects (the events) trigger implications
that relate to the chosen transformation interventions (Table 1). In
each turn, a phase-indication disc guides players through four
distinct phases and two indicators govern the scoring: public
approval and neighbourhood appeal. The score for public
approval is of main interest to the player representing the public
stakeholder. The neighbourhood appeal affects the income
generated from ownership of businesses – the higher the score,
the more income and vice versa (phase 1: neighbourhood appeal).
Ownership of businesses, parking, residential buildings, and
private green spaces generate income needed to implement
small- to larger scale projects and actions (phase 2: income).
Implementation of projects and actions requires negotiations
between the players and compliance with spatial and financial
conditions within a ten-minute time restriction (phase 3: projects
and actions). External events affect the score and motivate players
to think about particular topics in response to the state of the
transformation (phase 4: events).

Serious game conceptual simulation model
The game simulates place-based transformations within a
particular neighbourhood (‘place’), its place-based elements
(‘form’ and ‘function’), and the particular perception thereof
(‘perception’)49. The game operationalizes Place-making – place-
based transformation – by incorporating relevant urban repre-
sentatives (‘person’), simulating transformation processes (‘proce-
dures’), to arrive at a place-specific outcome (‘place’)50 – a
particular instantiation of the transformation (Fig. 7).
Four players operationalize Place-making while seated around

the tabletop game in a manner that mimics the power-knowledge
interactions by placing the public representative closer to the
(information concerning the) projects as opposed to the other
players. Each player’s individual perception of this representation
– the person element – forms the basis for the negotiations with
the other players. Having the potential to implement projects and
actions governs the procedural element, and the resulting
instantiation of the neighbourhood transformation is a place-
based outcome of Place-making.

Mixed-method analysis of focus group discussions
Levers of urban transformation were identified through a
qualitative data analysis of participant statements from the focus
group discussion reflecting on the simulated transformation
process. The analysis progressed through two coding cycles. The
first coding cycle103 organizes the statements using deductive
coding categories103,104 and the second cycle characterizes these
statements with inductive coding categories Fig. 8.
Two native speakers and project-independent coders were

involved to iteratively develop a coding protocol104,140 (see
SupplementaryMethods), establish a solid understanding of the
deductive coding categories through inter coder reliability (ICR)
tests103,104,141–143, and perform structural coding to organize the
empirical data-corpus. The principal coder pre-selected relevant
statements from the transcripts as input for the first coding cycle,
kept analytical memo’s to help devise inductive coding
categories, and performed manual coding and qualitative
analysis in the second coding cycle to identify the levers of
transformation (Table 2).

MATERIALS AVAILABILITY
The available materials include both physical versions of the
serious game and all its game-elements. We are happy to arrange
for its use, but have to discuss on a case-by-case basis concerning
conditions of use of the game-materials currently stored in Zürich
(Switzerland).

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The empirical data sets including participant statements and corresponding
qualitative codes are publicly available on Zenodo under the following identifier:
https://zenodo.org/records/10351899.

CODE AVAILABILITY
The Rmarkdown script used for the quantitative analysis and visualizations is publicly
available on Zenodo under the following identifier: https://zenodo.org/records/
10351899.
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